
Pharmageddon: The Capitalist, Corporate Genocide

Description

Here’s a thought I had. (While drifting on a yacht somewhere in Mexico)

Why aren’t lefty socialists hating this corporate, capitalist pharma takeover of the 
world?

 

Let’s take the bartender and her Cheers-leaders. The so-called “progressives”. Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-
Cortez (AOC) USSA congresswoman, says Joe Biden’s administration has “exceeded progressive
expectations”. The same AOC who has a whole generation named after her. The political celebrity who
advocates so hard for universal health care, free college, a jobs guarantee, a Green New Deal, the
Great Reset, vaccinations supplied by corporate, capitalist Big Pharma…

Unfortunately, there is no inoculation against political opportunism. Something that’s been proven over
and over.

Do these sheeple think Castro was ever tempted to raft over to the American Field of Dreams; or Stalin
was threatened by labor camp if he threw a little vodka & cigars party?

Do they think Patrisse Khan-Cullors, leader of BLM and self-described Marxist, stands in a food queue
with a coupon for stale bread before going home to her new $1.4 million pad in L.A.?

 

NO! BECAUSE IN ANY IDEOLOGY SOME ANIMALS WILL ALWAYS BE MORE 
EQUAL THAN OTHERS!

 

We are definitely not all in the same boat, in this new pharmageddon production of Waterworld 2: The
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Great Reset. Remember Waterworld, the “worst movie ever made”? There’s a scene where the
Mariner, a lone drifter, arrives on his trimaran to trade dirt, a rare commodity, for other supplies. And
then, because he looks and acts different from the residents, they promptly decide to drown him in the
atoll’s recycling pit, a kind of liquid compost facility. Apropos, no?

Waterworld also has pirates –– villains of the sea, marauders of the ocean, renegades and rebels with
hidden treasures and screw you attitudes.

Another thought. (While sharing tacos and kisses with Lucy and Cocos on a deserted island)

Why the actual f$%K do people continue to get vaccinated if the word is officially out that you can
transmit Covaids that way. I guess “saving lives” is also subjective, like, it doesn’t matter that much if
you kill an anti-vaxxer, right?

Dr. Kimi Kobayashi, the chief quality officer at UMass Memorial in Maskachusetts, said on 20 April
2021 that experts still don’t know if someone who is vaccinated can transmit the virus or not. He added
that the CDC is ‘keeping a close eye’ on COVID-19 cases in fully vaccinated people.

CDC website on 16 April 2021: “A small percentage of people fully vaccinated against COVID-19 will
still develop COVID-19 illness. COVID-19 vaccines are effective. However, a small percentage of
people who are fully vaccinated will still get COVID-19 if they are exposed to the virus that causes it.”

Duh!

If watching a pug and a chihuahua enjoying freedom on the beach isn’t enough incentive for you to
watch today’s video, watch it to see how India is the next great scam; how they’re experimenting with
poisoning little children; and Kameleon Harris getting on an invisible plane. Priceless.

Because Black Markets Matter.
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